WEDDING FEES

Wedding Fees
I keep my fees as simple and transparent as possible so that you can concentrate on having fun
on your day. My fees cover weddings booked and taking place up to the end of December 2016.
Fee: £2500
Wedding Coverage: Unlimited
350 images
Custom Editing of Images
Online Image Gallery
Fee: £3750
Wedding Coverage: Unlimited
350 images
A beautifully designed leather album sourced and imported from Italy
Custom Editing of Images
Online Image Gallery
The Keepsake Box
Fee: £5500
Engagement Shoot in the UK
Engagement Album
Wedding Coverage: Unlimited
Unlimited wedding images
A beautifully designed leather wedding album sourced and imported from Italy
Custom Editing of Images
Online Image Gallery
Three Keepsake Boxes
Fee: £8900
Destination Engagement Shoot*
Engagement Album
Wedding Coverage: Unlimited
Unlimited images
Post Wedding Shoot
A beautifully designed wedding day leather album sourced and imported from Italy
Custom Editing of Images
Online Image Gallery
Two Parents Albums
Three Keepsake Boxes

Digital Files
On your 1st anniversary you’ll receive a USB of the high resolution images of your day at no extra
charge.
If you wish to purchase the USB prior to that date the fee is £1000

A little more detail…………
The Engagement Shoot (UK)
The engagement shoot is a chance to have some relaxed fun shots of you both together; some
time out in the busy schedule running up to your wedding day.
We’ll spend a few hours together at a favourite location and capture some great shots of you
together. And, if you want that something extra or have a particular idea for you shoot, let’s
have a chat and see what’s possible. Photographer travel costs are also included.

Destination engagement shoot
This is something really special. Whether it’s a deserted gorgeous beach, the canals of Venice,
the fragrant fields of Provence or even a camel safari in Morocco this is the chance for a prewedding shoot like no other. The fee also includes photographer travel costs and includes an
assistant/location researcher. We’ll work with you to come up with an itinerary completely
bespoke to you that will just simply blow you away and give you some real ‘wow’ memories of
an amazing experience.

Engagement album
After all the excitement of the engagement shoot, your photos are brought together in a
stunning coffee table album that you’ll love and that you’ll be able to wow friends and family
with.

Wedding Day coverage
I’ll personally photograph your day and will be supported by an assistant who is also an
experienced photographer. This is the ‘big day’ that hopefully you only do once so you want the
best! Our aim is to make sure you have an amazing day that’s beautifully captured with
timeless, vibrant photos that you’ll fall in love with. We’ll be there from when you start getting
ready to when you wave goodbye to everyone.
Wedding album
Your wedding album will be personally designed and carefully constructed to tell the story of
your day with all its romance, emotion, nervousness and joy. I’ll use colour and black and white
images throughout the album to bring your day to life.
Online hosting and galleries
The images from your day will be hosted online for one year so that you and your guests can
view and purchase.

Keepsake boxes
These are the perfect coffee table accessory and a gorgeous addition to your album, comprising
a set of images from your day, printed and mounted on card. A great conversation piece!
Parents’ albums
These are normally smaller in size than your main album but are a replica of what you choose,
although these can be bespoke if you wish. They’re the perfect gift for parents.
Custom Print Retouching
Each of your album prints will be expertly retouched to remove any errant blemishes and just
give that extra ‘je ne sais quoi’ to your photos.
Post Wedding Shoot
You might want to just have one more time in your dream dress or it could be you want a
relaxed shoot with just the two of you or family and friends the day after your wedding.
Post wedding shoots are great; the pressure is off and you can just kick back and relax, so what
better way to have some fun together. We usually do post wedding shoots over a half or full day
depending on the location. Whether it’s London or Lake Como or anywhere else we’ll work with
you to create a memorable post wedding shoot.

Destination Weddings*
Getting married outside of the UK? I’ve lived and worked all over the world and I still get excited
about discovering new places and meeting new people. Some of my favourite weddings have
been overseas and I particularly love Italy; although I’m happy to travel to most places.
Wherever you choose to hold your dream destination wedding all you need to do is cover my
expenses and any visa requirements.
*We like to make sure that we have great fun and give our very best for each couple but we
also like to make sure that we and our couples remain safe and well. So, just a heads up that
our destination wedding and destination engagement shoots can be done in any country not
currently in conflict and considered safe to travel to by current Foreign and Commonwealth
Office bulletins.
Read on for my short guide to choosing your photographer…….

Choosing Your Photographer
This is one of the most important decisions that you’ll make about your day. It’s a one-time
never to be repeated event and naturally you will want the story of your day captured
beautifully in a style that reflects the tumultuous joy of the day and all the little details that go
with it.
Reputation
Reputation is so important and some of your most important sources will come from friends
and newlyweds who have had personal experience of their photographer. But it is really
important that you choose someone right for you and your day so have a look at testimonials
from brides, have a good look through the website at the real weddings and the blog to give you
a flavour of who they are and see what kind of press and advertising profile they have,
particularly in terms of who they are associated with i.e. do they regularly contribute to a great
blog or bridal magazine.
Cost
Wedding Photography is a popular and competitive market but generally you get what you pay
for. Most of my couples allocate at least 10% or more of their overall wedding budget to cover
wedding photography and that’s a good ‘rule of thumb’ to work by when planning your day.
Rapport
You’re going to be spending a lot of time with your photographer so you need to feel
comfortable with him/her. Trust what your instinct says….. If it feels a good fit you’re probably
right and you’ll have a great day.
Securing Your Day Do
I take a retainer fee of £500 to secure your day and this falls due within one week of signing the
contract. The balance of the fee is due within 6 weeks of the ceremony and if additional print or
album packages are ordered after your day the fee is due when you order them.
Ensuring there’s a Back-Up Plan
Unless I’m unconscious, incapacitated or in hospital I’ll be there. But if the worst should happen
and I can’t be, my second photographer will take over and I’m part of a network of awesome
photographers who agree to ‘step in’ in the event that it’s necessary.

